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Abstract—Testing Deep Learning (DL) based systems inher-
ently requires large and representative test sets to evaluate
whether DL systems generalise beyond their training datasets.
Diverse Test Input Generators (TIGs) have been proposed to
produce artificial inputs that expose issues of the DL systems by
triggering misbehaviours. Unfortunately, such generated inputs
may be invalid, i.e., not recognisable as part of the input domain,
thus providing an unreliable quality assessment. Automated
validators can ease the burden of manually checking the validity
of inputs for human testers, although input validity is a concept
difficult to formalise and, thus, automate.

In this paper, we investigate to what extent TIGs can generate
valid inputs, according to both automated and human valida-
tors. We conduct a large empirical study, involving 2 different
automated validators, 220 human assessors, 5 different TIGs
and 3 classification tasks. Our results show that 84% artificially
generated inputs are valid, according to automated validators,
but their expected label is not always preserved. Automated
validators reach a good consensus with humans (78% accuracy),
but still have limitations when dealing with feature-rich datasets.

Index Terms—software testing, deep learning

I. INTRODUCTION

Deep Learning (DL) systems have become paramount to
Software Engineering (SE), due to their ability to learn how to
solve complex tasks from training data [1]. Such ability stands
them apart from other software systems, but is a double-edged
sword since their behaviour cannot be foreseen by source code
analysis, as happens for traditional software [2].

A best practice to assess the quality of DL systems is to
partition the original labelled dataset into training, validation,
and test set [3]; the system is evaluated on the test set through
performance metrics, such as the classification accuracy, i.e.,
the percentage of correct predictions. However, obtaining large
and representative test sets along with the corresponding
correct labels is often unfeasible or extremely onerous.

In the SE literature, several Test Input Generators (TIGs)
have been proposed to produce artificial inputs, which are
used to evaluate whether a DL system generalises beyond
the initially considered dataset of inputs, since often such
dataset is not fully representative of the scenarios that will
be experienced in the field [2], [4]. Most TIGs target image
classifiers and generate inputs by adopting different strategies,
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i.e., (1) pixel-level perturbation of existing images [5], [6];
(2) manipulation of the input representation provided by
generative DL models [7], [8]; (3) modification of domain-
specific model representations [9], [10]. The goal of TIGs is
triggering misbehaviours, i.e., deviations of the DL system
prediction from the expected label. However, the generated
test inputs may be invalid and provide an unreliable quality
assessment [11].

The concept of input validity is crucial for software testing,
since it indicates that the considered inputs are at once relevant
and meaningful (i.e., they belong to the input domain, hence
they are interpretable and can be handled by the software
system under test). Traditional software is typically equipped
with preconditions to check the validity of the inputs. For
instance, a function to compute the square root of a positive
number is supposed to raise an exception if invoked with a
negative number. Hence, a valid input for traditional programs
is one that satisfies their preconditions. Instead, DL systems
accept any input conformant with the input tensor shape,
regardless of its validity. For instance, a DL system that
classifies pictures of animals, when exercised with the image
of a car, will still return the label of an animal, without raising
exceptions. Therefore, defining input validity for a DL system
is way more difficult than for traditional software. In this paper
we adopt the following definition:

Definition 1 (Input Validity for DL). A valid input for a DL
system is one that is recognisable by human domain experts
in the input domain, i.e., an input to which a human can
confidently assign a label taken from the input domain.

Therefore, a picture of a car is not a valid input for DL
classifiers of animal images.1 Hence, TIG outputs should be
validated by checking that the generated images are valid,
i.e. they belong to the specific domain of the classifica-
tion/regression task. Since manually checking the generated
test inputs can easily become a burden for human testers,
recent works [11], [12] proposed automated validity assess-
ment techniques. However, these works did not investigate how
much their validity assessment agrees with human judgement.

1It should be noticed that realism and validity are different notions: a
digitally modified image of a dog might remain recognisable as an animal
for humans, but it might look extremely unrealistic.



Another problem that affects TIGs is the oracle problem,
i.e., how to define the expected label of each generated input.
TIGs address this problem by starting from seeds with known
ground-truth labels and by applying small perturbations that
are supposed to keep the original labels unchanged.

Existing TIGs do not consider the validity of the generated
test inputs and assume the original ground-truth labels are
preserved. Dola et al [11] performed a study which shows
that TIGs may generate invalid inputs, which influence test
adequacy metrics, e.g., neuron coverage [5]. However, their
study was limited to pixel-perturbing TIGs and automated
validators. They also did not consider the problem of ground-
truth label preservation.

In this paper, we present a large empirical study evaluating
5 different TIGs, with respect to their ability to generate valid,
misbehaviour-inducing inputs and preserve their ground-truth
labels. We considered both the validity assessment performed
by automated validators and humans. Specifically, we applied
two existing automated validators from the literature and we
involved 220 human assessors from a crowdsourcing platform.
Our empirical study is the first to compare multiple TIGs
using both automated and human validators, and to assess the
assumption of label preservation made by such TIGs.

Our results show that all TIGs can produce, to different
extents, valid inputs according to both automated and human
validators, but they do not always preserve the ground-truth
label of the inputs. Moreover, we found a good match between
automated validation and human judgement. Nevertheless,
our study revealed limitations of automated validators when
dealing with complex, feature-rich datasets and with simple
images that show characteristics different from their original
dataset but are still valid for humans.

II. VALIDITY ASSESSMENT OF TEST INPUTS FOR DL

Let us consider DL image classifiers. The automated gener-
ation of valid test images is a challenging task because of the
semantic manifold problem [13]: the input space, consisting
of all possible pixel value combinations, is huge, while the
manifold contained in the input space that is semantically
relevant for the given task (e.g., images of animals) is a
tiny portion of it. During input generation, TIGs navigate
such a complex input space. This implies that artificial inputs
produced by TIGs may become invalid, because they no longer
lie in the semantic manifold. Hence, TIG outputs should be
validated by checking that the generated, artificial images
are valid, i.e. they belong to the specific domain of the
classification task.

Since manually checking automatically generated test inputs
can easily become a burden for human testers [14], recent
works [11], [12], [15], [16] proposed automated validity
assessment techniques based on the usage of Variational Auto-
Encoders (VAEs) as out-of-distribution detectors [17].

VAEs are DL models consisting of two sequentially con-
nected components: the encoder and the decoder [18]. The
encoder maps the original input to a so-called latent space,
consisting of a normal multivariate probability distribution

of parameters, represented as the means and variances of a
z-dimensional normal distribution. The dimensionality z of
the latent space is usually much smaller than the original
input space one. Thus, VAEs can be effectively used also for
dimensionality reduction. The decoder maps a z-dimensional
vector, which represents a sample from the normal multivariate
distribution, to an input space vector: it performs the reverse
transformation, by reconstructing the input in the original
space starting from the encoded vector.

Both the encoder and the decoder are two neural networks
that are jointly trained to minimise both the reconstruction
error (i.e., the difference between the original inputs from the
training set and the VAE’s reconstructions), and the Kullback-
Leibler divergence between the learned posterior and the true
posterior (usually modeled as a unit Gaussian distribution, for
each dimension of the latent space) [19].

When a trained VAE processes an image not represented in
the training set (i.e., an out-of-distribution image), it produces
a less precise reconstruction than the one obtained for inputs
similar to the training data. Such a property of VAEs is
leveraged by the two main automated validity assessment
techniques proposed in the literature: Distribution-Aware Input
Validation (DAIV) [11] and SelfOracle [12].

A. Distribution-Aware Input Validation (DAIV)

DAIV is a VAE-based input validator for DL image classi-
fiers [11]. DAIV is distribution-aware since its VAE is trained
on the same data used to train the DL system under test,
i.e., both DL models learn the same distribution. Additionally,
it requires the availability of an anomaly set, containing
examples of out-of-distribution inputs.

DAIV leverages the VAE architecture by An and Cho [19],
whose decoder is probabilistic: it returns the reconstructed
image in the form of a probability distribution (i.e., pixel
values are replaced by µ̂ and σ̂ values). This VAE is trained
to maximise the reconstruction fidelity R, quantified as the
negation of two loss metrics: lossm, which depends on the
reconstruction error, and lossa, which measures the variance
of the reconstructed distribution.

After training, the VAE will exhibit higher R values for
inputs belonging to the training data distribution (i.e., nominal
data), with respect to out-of-distribution inputs (i.e., anoma-
lies). For this reason, the authors compute fidelity estimations
both on nominal and on anomalous data, in order to identify a
threshold above which VAE inputs can be considered valid. To
find the optimal threshold, the identified nominal and anoma-
lous datasets are tested against multiple threshold values. The
candidate threshold that produces the highest F-measure is
chosen as final threshold for the input validator, since it
best separates the two datasets (as shown in Figure 1 (a)).
As a result, the artificial inputs generated by a TIG with
R lower than the optimal threshold are classified as invalid
by the distribution-aware input validator. The choice of the
anomalous dataset is critical for this technique since it affects
the threshold value and, thus, the validity assessment, e.g.,
nominal and anomalous datasets with overlapping distributions



Fig. 1. Validation thresholds defined by automated validators

cause a high rate of false alarms [20]. The authors suggest
choosing a dataset that (1) has the same input size as the
nominal dataset, and (2) encodes different categories from the
ones of the nominal dataset (e.g., for a classifier of animal
images, images of cars). In this way, nominal and anomalous
datasets are likely to have completely different distributions.

B. SelfOracle

SelfOracle is a VAE-based anomaly detector originally
proposed for autonomous driving systems [12]. This technique
also exploits a VAE trained on the same data used to train the
DL system under test, but it does not require the availability
of any anomaly set. The authors adopted VAEs trained to
minimise the reconstruction error, where the reconstructed
image is obtained from a deterministic decoder. After training,
the SelfOracle’s VAE will have a higher reconstruction error
on invalid data (out-of-distribution), whereas it will return
better reconstructions for valid data.

SelfOracle leverages probability distribution fitting to find
the threshold that discriminates nominal (valid) inputs from
anomalous (invalid) ones. In particular, it fits a Gamma distri-
bution to the training data through the maximum likelihood
estimation method. Probability distribution fitting provides
a statistical model for the reconstruction errors returned by
the VAE for nominal data. This statistical model can be
used by the tester to configure the threshold for the VAE’s
reconstruction error that brings the desired rate of false alarms
(i.e., inputs that belong to the nominal dataset but are classified
as invalid). For instance, a 1% false alarm rate means choosing

Fig. 2. Main approaches to input generation

the threshold value that splits the Gamma distribution into two
parts, the rightmost one (associated with higher reconstruction
errors) having an integral equal to 0.01 (see Figure 1 (b)).
Inputs with reconstruction error above such threshold are
considered anomalous (invalid), while inputs below it are
considered nominal (valid).

III. TEST INPUT GENERATION FOR DL

Several TIGs have been proposed to generate artificial,
misbehaviour-inducing inputs [2], [4], i.e., inputs for which the
label predicted by the DL system deviates from the expected
one. To define the value of the expected label for a newly
generated input, i.e., to address the oracle problem, these
techniques apply small perturbations to inputs for which the
expected label is known, under the assumption that such
perturbations will not alter the label.

TIGs may have additional objectives to exposing misbe-
haviours, such as optimising DL-specific coverage metrics
(e.g., neuron [5] or surprise coverage [21]). The idea behind
these coverage objectives is that we can gain higher confidence
on the DL system behaviour when all input partitions induced
by the coverage criterion are exercised without exposing
misbehaviours or, when misbehaviours are indeed exposed,
that the newly generated inputs can help developers improve
the DL system. To avoid generating too similar inputs, some
TIGs consider also input diversity as a test objective [9].

TIGs may have white box access to the DL system under
test, which allows them to acquire information such as the
neurons’ activation values. Otherwise, TIGs leverage informa-



TABLE I
CHARACTERISTICS OF THE CONSIDERED TEST INPUT GENERATORS

Tool Approach Objectives Access

DeepXplore RIM Misbehaviours,
Neuron Coverage White-box

DLFuzz RIM Misbehaviours,
Neuron Coverage White-box

Sinvad GDLM Misbehaviours,
Surprise Coverage

White-box,
Black-box

Feature Perturbations GDLM Misbehaviours Black-box

DeepJanus MIM Misbehaviours,
Frontier, Diversity Black-box

tion about the inputs and from the output (e.g., softmax) layer
to guide input generation (black box access).

The way inputs are represented and perturbed is crucial for
their validity. In the following, we present the three main
approaches to handle input images, depicted in Figure 2:
(1) Raw Input Manipulation, (2) Generative DL models, and
(3) Model-based Input Representation. For each of these
approaches we list representative tools from the literature, in
particular those that we considered in our empirical study.
The respective objectives, which are optimised in the test
generation process, are shown in Table I.

A. Raw Input Manipulation (RIM)

RIM approaches modify an image in the original pixel space
to generate a new input, by perturbing pixel values. These
approaches generally start from a seed input for which the
label is known and the system performs correctly. Then, they
manipulate the input by adding an input mask of perturbations,
which are as imperceptible as possible, while at the same time
expose a system misbehaviour.

DeepXplore [5] belongs to RIM approaches. It adds effects
to the seed image to trigger misbehaviours, including: (1)
occlusion, consisting of a small patch of random pixels in a
predefined position; (2) light, uniformly increasing/decreasing
the pixel values to simulate light exposure; (3) blackout,
increasing the pixel values of random squares. These pertur-
bations are not totally random, as they are crafted to optimise
neuron coverage of the DL system under test.

Another RIM technique is DLFuzz [6], which adds noise to
the seed image to increase the probability of misbehaviour,
estimated from the DL system’s output layer. Similarly to
DeepXplore, DLF also maximises neuron coverage.

RIM techniques mainly generate adversarial inputs, i.e., they
simulate perturbations performed by a malicious attacker to
induce a misbehaviour through imperceptible changes of the
input. Such images are not necessarily representative of those
experienced in the field, since it is difficult to observe similar
corruptions in the real world, if not due to the malfunctioning
of the camera. So, these techniques are more relevant for
security testing than for functional testing.

Since RIM techniques can modify only existing inputs,
their performance depends on the quality of the initial seeds.

Another drawback of these techniques is that they cannot
explore the original input space at large. By applying only
small perturbations to existing valid inputs, these techniques
may remain confined within regions reachable from the seeds,
leaving many other valid input regions untested.

B. Generative DL models (GDLM)

Generative DL models can reconstruct the underlying distri-
bution of the input data and exploit this knowledge to generate
new inputs. Widely used generative models are Variational
AutoEncoders (VAEs) [18] and Generative Adversarial Net-
works (GANs) [22]. VAEs are trained with the objective of
minimizing the reconstruction error measured when a training
image is encoded into a latent space vector and is then decoded
into an image. GANs add a discriminator to the reconstruction
process, introducing a form of competitive learning in which
the discriminator learns to distinguish real from artificially
generated images, while the encoder-decoder network (i.e., the
generator) learns also how to fool the discriminator.

GDLM techniques operate on a “latent” input space that is
much smaller than the original input domain, often mapped to
a z-dimensional standard normal distribution. VAE decoders
or GAN generators then transform latent vectors into images
with the dimensionality of the original input space.

Sinvad [7] is a GDLM technique that directly perturbs the
latent vector. In particular, it adds a random value sampled
from the standard normal distribution to a single element of the
latent vector. The latent space exploration performed by Sinvad
is guided either by the probability of misbehaviours, estimated
from the output softmax layer, or by surprise coverage [21], to
be maximised, under the assumption that surprising inputs are
also likely to expose misbehaviours. In order to quantify the
degree of surprise of an input, Sinvad relies on the distances
between activation vectors or on kernel density estimation.

The Feature Perturbations technique [8], [23] injects pertur-
bations into the output of the generative model’s first layers,
which represent high level features of images. Perturbations
are guided by a metric quantifying the distance from a
misclassification, still computed from the softmax outputs.

Differently from RIM techniques, generative DL models
operate on a significantly reduced input space and produce
realistic inputs that can be quite distant from the inputs in the
original dataset. The quality of the inputs generated by GDLM
techniques strictly depends on the quality of the training set
and of the generative model.

C. Model-based Input Manipulation (MIM)

MIM approaches generate test inputs by relying on a model
representation of their domain. These approaches are reminis-
cent of classic model driven engineering. The original input is
transformed into an input model instance which abstracts its
main features. The manipulation is performed on the model,
which is finally transformed back to the original format [24].

DeepJanus [9] is a MIM approach that was applied to
classification and regression problems, including handwritten



digit image recognition (classification), self-driving (regres-
sion) and eye-gaze prediction (regression). For image classifi-
cation, DeepJanus abstracts a model instance from the bitmap,
obtaining a Scalable Vector Graphics (SVG) representation of
handwritten digits. In this way, DeepJanus can directly modify
the model instance (i.e., the control parameters of the SVG
representation) and, then, transform it back to the original
input format by means of a rasterisation operation.

MIM approaches operate on a reduced input space (e.g., the
control parameters of the SVG representation) and, with proper
model constraints, ensure realism of the generated inputs.
However, the main limitation of these approaches is that they
require the existence of a good-quality model representation
for the given input domain.

IV. EMPIRICAL SETUP

A. Research Questions

In our study, we compare different TIGs in terms of their
ability to generate valid artificial inputs, according to both
automated validators and human assessors, and to preserve the
original labels. As a secondary objective, we evaluate also the
degree to which automated input validation matches human
judgement.
RQ1 (Comparing TIGs through automated validators):
Which TIG generates more valid misbehaviour-inducing in-
puts, according to automated input validators?

TIGs are more useful when the generated misbehaviour-
inducing inputs are valid, whereas invalid inputs may con-
tribute to a wrong assessment of the DL system quality. Au-
tomated input validation techniques are used to automatically
filter out invalid inputs. In this research question, we compare
the effectiveness of different TIGs in producing valid inputs,
according to automated validators.

Metric: For each considered TIG, we measure the ratio of
inputs that are considered valid by automated validators over
all the generated inputs.
RQ2 (Comparing TIGs through human validators): Which
TIG generates more valid misbehaviour-inducing inputs, ac-
cording to human assessors?

Automated validators offer a useful proxy for input validity.
However, a more precise validity assessment of artificial inputs
can only be provided through human judgement.

Metric: For each considered TIG, we measure the ratio of
inputs that are considered valid by human assessors over all
the generated inputs.
RQ3 (Comparing TIGs in terms of label preservation):
Which TIG generates more valid inputs that preserve the seed
label?

TIGs produce artificial inputs for which the predicted label
differs from the expected one, i.e., usually the same class as the
one of the input seed. In addition to assessing the validity of
the artificial inputs, testers must verify whether these inputs
actually preserve the expected label and, thus, the reported
misbehaviours correspond to true misclassifications.

Metric: For each considered TIG, we measure the ratio of
valid, label-preserving inputs, i.e., valid inputs that preserved

the ground-truth label, over all the generated valid inputs. To
assess validity and assign a ground-truth label to the generated
inputs, we resort to human judgement.
RQ4 (Automated vs human validity): Does automated
validation match human validation?

Automated input validation techniques are useful to filter
out invalid inputs from artificially generated test suites with
reduced human effort. However, automated validators are
reliable only if human assessors agree with their outcome.

Metric: To assess to what extent automated and human val-
idators agree, we compare their respective validity assessments
performed on the same artificial inputs, by checking if the
inputs considered valid or invalid by an automated validator
are confirmed to be so by a pair of human assessors, who act
as our ground truth.

Therefore, we measure the automated validators’ Accuracy,
i.e., their ratio of correct validity predictions, as follows:

Accuracy =
TP + TN

TP + TN + FP + FN
(1)

where: True Positives (TP): valid for automated and human
validators; True Negatives (TN): invalid for automated and
human validators; False Positives (FP): valid for automated
validators, invalid for humans; and False Negatives (FN):
invalid for automated validators, valid for humans.

B. Subject Datasets and DL Systems

We consider three popular image datasets: Modified Na-
tional Institute of Standard and Technology (MNIST) [25],
Street View House Numbers (SVHN) [26], and ImageNet-
1K [27]. These datasets are increasingly difficult classification
tasks. In particular, ImageNet-1K is a quite challenging image
classification task, with 1k classes and large-size images,
representing a complex target for both TIGs and automated
validators. For each of these tasks, we consider a correspond-
ing pre-trained DL model that is (1) well-performing in terms
of classification accuracy, (2) popular, and (3) widely adopted
in the DL testing research.
MNIST consists of 70 000 greyscale images of handwritten
digits. The images are quite small (28× 28), while their pixel
levels range from 0 to 255. Its classification task is simplified
by the fact that all the digits are centred and have a black
background. Due to its simplicity, this dataset is the most
widely used to take the first steps as DL developers [28] and
rapidly assess prototypal solutions for testing DL systems [9],
[21]. As DL classifier, we chose the same LeNet convolutional
neural network [25] adopted by several DL testing works [5],
[6], [11]. Its architecture is composed by two convolutional
layers, followed by a fully connected layer. In particular, we
used the weights of the model trained by Pei et al. [5].
SVHN contains 600 000 real-world images representing digits
(from 0 to 9) cropped from house number plate pictures. These
images are coloured (i.e., encoded as three RGB channels)
and slightly bigger than MNIST (32×32). Classifying SVHN
images is more difficult than MNIST ones since the collected
house number images occasionally include nearby digits and,



unlike MNIST, the background and the digit do not have fixed
colours. We used the All-CNN-A architecture by Springenberg
et al. [29] which consists of 7 convolutional layers and the
weights provided by Dola et al. [11].
ImageNet-1K is a large image database containing 1 431 167
real-world images belonging to 1 000 non-overlapping classes.
This database is extremely popular since it has been used
for the annual ImageNet Large Scale Visual Recognition
Challenge (ILSVRC) [30] since 2012. ImageNet inputs have a
higher resolution than the previously mentioned datasets (most
classifiers use 225× 225 resolution) and represent real-world
classes, e.g., “cat” or “pizza”. For this dataset, we used the
pre-trained VGG16 deep convolutional neural network [31]
(13 convolutional and 3 fully connected layers) provided by
the Keras library [32].

Since some TIGs are developed with TensorFlow-Keras2

(i.e., DeepXplore, DLFuzz, and DeepJanus), while the others
use PyTorch3, the same pre-trained DL classifiers cannot
directly work with all the considered TIGs. We translated the
original TensorFlow DL architectures to PyTorch and copied
the same weights in order to test functionally equivalent DL
systems with all the TIGs and, thus, conduct a fair comparison.

C. Automated Input Validators Setup

We considered the automated input validators presented in
section II, DAIV and SelfOracle. To make these validators
distribution-aware, we trained their VAE components on the
same training set used to train the DL system under test. Then,
we computed the respective reconstruction fidelity (DAIV) and
reconstruction loss (SelfOracle) thresholds.

As regards DAIV, we considered the same anomalous
datasets as proposed in the original paper for MNIST and
SVHN, i.e., FashionMNIST [33] and Cifar-10 [34], respec-
tively. Since ImageNet-1K was not considered by the authors
of DAIV, we applied their recommendations for choosing
an anomalous dataset (see subsection II-A) and adopted the
popular CelebA4 dataset [35]. For SelfOracle, we adopted a
low rate of false alarms (0.01%) since most of the inputs in
the original test sets represent nominal data by construction 5.

The VAEs of the two techniques share very similar archi-
tectures, with the exception of the different function being
optimised (i.e., reconstruction fidelity maximisation for DAIV
vs reconstruction loss minimisation for SelfOracle) and the
different decoders’ last layer, since DAIV outputs a probability
distribution while SelfOracle returns the reconstructed image.

In particular, for MNIST and SVHN we reused, for both
validators, the VAE architectures from the DAIV paper, i.e.,
a fully connected network for MNIST and a convolutional
network for SVHN. Since ImageNet was not considered by
the authors of DAIV, we adopted an architecture similar to

2https://www.tensorflow.org
3https://pytorch.org
4We preprocessed CelebA images to have the same size as Imagenet-1K.
5Additional results obtained with SelfOracle for different thresholds are

reported in the replication package.

the one used for SVHN but with a larger number of layers
and nodes to effectively reconstruct more complex images.

D. Compared Test Input Generators

We considered the five TIGs described in section III since
they (1) represent diverse test generation approaches (i.e.,
RIM, GDLM, and MIM) and (2) are open-source and, thus,
can be adapted to our needs. We applied the following modi-
fications to ensure a fair and complete comparison.

DeepXplore (DX) and DLFuzz (DLF) originally covered
only MNIST and ImageNet-1K. They have been extended
thanks to the code of the DeepXplore variant developed by
Dola et al. [11], which also considers the SVHN dataset.
Moreover, DeepXplore has been slightly modified to find a
misclassification for a single DL system under test, rather than
a differential behaviour among multiple DL systems as in the
original code.

Sinvad (SV) originally covered only MNIST and SVHN.
We adapted this TIG to ImageNet-1K by integrating the pre-
trained BigGAN [36] by Brock et al., which produces high-
quality images and is adopted also by the Feature Perturbations
generator [8].

Feature Perturbations (FPT) originally covered only
MNIST and ImageNet-1K. However, the GAN architecture
adopted for MNIST was compatible with other image datasets
and, thus, we could effectively re-train it for SVHN.

DeepJanus (DJ) was originally applied only to one image
classification task, i.e., MNIST. We applied the same vectorial
model representation proposed for MNIST also to SVHN,
since they both model digits. However, we did not find an
effective model-based representation for complex images and,
thus, we did not apply DeepJanus to ImageNet-1K.

E. Experimental Procedure

To generate misbehaviour-inducing inputs, we ran the TIGs
under comparison in the configurations suggested by the
authors of the respective original papers.

We generated same-size test suites with each tool, i.e., 100
inputs for MNIST/SVHN, 20 inputs for ImageNet-1K (the
smaller size of the latter is due to the complexity of the
ImageNet task). We did not limit the TIGs’ generation budget
since we focused on input validity, rather than test generation
efficiency and, thus, we needed a significative number of tests
for each tool. We fixed the same ground-truth label for each
test generation problem, i.e., “digit 5” for MNIST/SVHN and
“pizza” for ImageNet-1K, to limit the computational cost of
our experiments, which remained anyway extremely high.

The generated inputs were analysed both by automated
validators (i.e., DAIV and SelfOracle) and human assessors. In
this way, we collected information about the validity of each
artificial input.

We relied on a crowdsourcing platform to access a diverse
and independent pool of human assessors [37]. In the soft-
ware engineering field, crowdsourcing is particularly useful
for automating small tasks that can only be performed by
humans [38], in exchange for an adequate remuneration [39].

https://www.tensorflow.org
https://pytorch.org


In particular, we chose the Amazon Mechanical Turk platform6

since it is easy-to-use, highly customisable and widely adopted
to gather qualitative feedbacks [9], [40], [41]. To determine
whether the artificially generated inputs belong to validity
domain of the corresponding problem, we asked humans to
classify the images generated by each tool. For each image,
we asked which class was represented within the problem
domain or if the image did not belong to that domain (i.e., it
was invalid). For MNIST/SVHN, we listed all the 10 possible
classes along with the “Not a handwritten digit/house number”
option. For ImageNet-1K (which has 1 000 classes), the user
could choose between the expected class, the class actually
predicted by the tested DL system, or the “Another real-world
object” and “No real-world objects” options.

We adopted two solutions to ensure the quality of the human
assessors’ answers: (1) we added an attention check question
(ACQ) to each survey and (2) we restricted the participation to
workers with high reputation (above 95% approval rate) [42].
The ACQ consisted of an image for which the human choice
is trivial. Therefore, we only accepted answers from users that
passed the ACQ.

For each classification problem, we published surveys made
of multiple questions, always including one ACQ. Each survey
featured images from all TIGs, while each image was featured
only in one survey. Each survey was answered by 2 assessors,
so that each input was assessed by 2 human evaluators. In total,
our human assessment consisted of 110 surveys and involved
220 human assessors.

Finally, we measured the number of answers in which both
human assessors agreed in considering the analysed image as
valid (i.e., assigned a class within the problem domain) or
invalid, whereas we discarded the inputs on which the two
assessors disagreed.

We determined the statistical significance of our conclusions
by performing the Fisher’s exact test [43]. In particular, we
compared each pair of TIGs on the validity of their generated
inputs (number of valid vs invalid inputs; RQ1 and RQ2) and
on their label preservation capability (number of preserved vs
non preserved labels; RQ3). A p-value < α = 0.05 (where
α is the probability of a Type I error) was considered an
indicator of statistical significance of the difference between
the two compared TIGs. As regards RQ4, we adopted the same
statistical test to compare the results from our human study
with each automated validator’s assessment (considering the
respective number of valid vs invalid inputs). In this case,
p-value ≥ α and a negligible effect size (odds ratio lower
than the conventionally accepted threshold, i.e., 1.43) were
considered as lack of statistically significant differences, i.e.,
automated validity was considered to match human judgement.

V. RESULTS

A. RQ1: Comparing TIGs through Automated Validators

The third and fourth columns of Table II report the percent-
age of valid inputs, according to the automated validators.

6https://www.mturk.com

TABLE II
RQ1-2-3: COMPARISON BETWEEN TIGS IN TERMS OF GENERATED VALID

MISBEHAVIOUR-INDUCING INPUTS ACCORDING TO AUTOMATED AND
HUMAN VALIDATORS, AND OF PRESERVED GROUND-TRUTH LABELS. THE
BEST RESULTS ARE REPORTED IN BOLD. THE UNDERLINED VALUES ARE

NOT STATISTICALLY DIFFERENT FROM THE BEST.

Dataset Tool % Valid % Hum.
Agree.

% Pres.
LabelsDAIV SO Human

MNIST

DX 35 35 81 93 92
DLF 37 85 100 99 99
SV 97 100 100 96 58
FPT 90 100 99 94 54
DJ 97 100 100 96 93

SVHN

DX 51 99 77 68 79
DLF 100 100 96 73 50
SV 100 100 90 74 9
FPT 99 100 81 75 46
DJ 0 1 61 76 9

ImageNet-1K

DX 100 100 90 100 94
DLF 100 100 100 100 95
SV 100 100 60 50 83
FPT 100 100 100 100 100

Fig. 3. Selection of interesting inputs generated by TIGs, considered in the
presentation of the results

For MNIST, the techniques using generative DL models
(i.e., SV and FPT) and the model-based DJ produced a signifi-
cantly higher number of valid inputs than DX and DLF. In fact,
all images from the original MNIST dataset feature a black
background and a greyscale digit in the centre. This property
is either learned by generative ML models or preserved by the
DJ model manipulation, which modifies the vector modelling
the digit. Instead, DX and DLF can perturb all the image
pixels, often generating images with non-completely black
background (as shown in Figure 3.a). Therefore, DX and DLF
generated images with properties totally absent in the original
dataset (on which the validators’ VAEs were trained) and, thus,
led to high reconstruction loss values (SelfOracle) and low
reconstruction fidelity values (DAIV).

For SVHN, almost all tests (≥ 99%) generated by GDLM
techniques and DLF are valid, according to both automated
validators. For the other RIM technique (DX), there was dis-
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TABLE III
RQ4: AUTOMATED VALIDITY VS GROUND TRUTH (HUMAN VALIDITY). TP: VALID FOR AUTOMATED AND HUMAN VALIDATORS; TN: INVALID FOR

AUTOMATED AND HUMAN VALIDATORS; FP: VALID FOR AUTOMATED VALIDATORS, INVALID FOR HUMANS; FN: INVALID FOR AUTOMATED VALIDATORS,
VALID FOR HUMANS. UNDERLINE INDICATES NO STATISTICALLY SIGNIFICANT DISAGREEMENT IN TERMS OF ACCURACY.

MNIST SVHN ImageNet-1KValidator TIG TP FP FN TN Acc (%) TP FP FN TN Acc (%) TP FP FN TN Acc (%)
DX 10 18 65 0 11 21 6 31 10 46 18 2 0 0 90
DLF 40 0 59 0 40 70 3 0 0 96 20 0 0 0 100
SV 94 0 2 0 98 67 7 0 0 90 6 4 0 0 60
FPT 85 1 8 0 91 60 14 1 0 80 20 0 0 0 100
DJ 92 0 4 0 96 0 0 46 30 39 - - - - -

DAIV

Avg 64 4 28 0 67 44 6 16 8 70 16 1 0 0 87
DX 15 18 60 0 16 51 16 1 0 75 18 2 0 0 90
DLF 99 0 0 0 100 70 3 0 0 96 20 0 0 0 100
SV 96 0 0 0 100 67 7 0 0 90 6 4 0 0 60
FPT 93 1 0 0 99 61 14 0 0 81 20 0 0 0 100
DJ 96 0 0 0 100 0 1 46 29 38 - - - - -

SelfOracle

Avg 80 4 12 0 83 50 8 9 6 76 16 1 0 0 87

agreement between the validators: SelfOracle classified almost
all the generated inputs as valid (i.e., 99%), while for DAIV
nearly half of them were valid (i.e. 51%). This disagreement
is mainly due to the different training procedure of their
VAEs. In fact, almost all SVHN inputs generated by DX have
characteristics that are present in 99.99% of the training inputs,
but DAIV deemed half of them as more likely to belong to
CIFAR-10, the anomalous dataset (e.g., for Figure 3.b). DJ
produced only 1 valid input according to SelfOracle (none
according to DAIV). DJ adopts a vectorial representation
similar to the MNIST one and, thus, produces black and white
images that preserve the digits’ contours (see Figure 3.n). Such
images generated by DJ are very different from the SVHN
dataset used for training the VAE of validators, which then
classify these inputs as invalid.

For ImageNet-1K, all RIM and GDLM techniques generated
only valid inputs, according to both automated validators.
For this feature-rich dataset, the VAE of automated validators
learned to reconstruct all the generated artificial inputs, even
when they are challenging to classify (see Figure 3.i), because
they learn a huge amount of low-level image features from the
extremely rich ImageNet-1K dataset and they can reconstruct
almost any image using such low-level features.

Summary RQ1: All RIM and GDLM techniques can
produce valid inputs for all datasets, according to
automated validators. Sinvad always generated the
highest percentage (≥ 97%) of valid inputs.

B. RQ2: Comparing TIGs through Human Validators

The fifth column of Table II shows the percentage of
valid inputs according to human validators, after removing
the inputs on which the assessors disagreed, while the sixth
column reports the percentage of inputs on which there was
agreement among human validators.

For MNIST, human assessors judged the vast majority
of artificially generated images as belonging to the validity

domain (96% on average). DLF, SV, and FPT generated the
highest percentage of valid inputs, which was significantly
higher than DX and comparable to FPT.

For SVHN, the average percentage of valid inputs was
15% lower than for MNIST. This is probably because SVHN
images represent complex images at low resolution and thus
can be challenging for human assessors to recognise (e.g.,
Figure 3.b). DLF generated a higher percentage of valid inputs
than the other techniques (i.e., 96%), performing significantly
better than DX, FPT, and DJ.

For ImageNet-1K, both FPT and DLF generated only valid
inputs. Instead, only 60% of SV inputs were deemed valid.
Moreover, human assessors reached an agreement only for half
of the SV inputs.

Summary RQ2: According to human assessors, all
techniques can produce valid inputs for all datasets.
By introducing slight pixel perturbations, DLFuzz gen-
erated the highest percentage (≥ 96%) of valid inputs
for all subjects.

C. RQ3: Comparing TIGs in Terms of Label Preservation

The last column of Table II reports the ratio of preserved
labels, i.e., the percentage of valid (and by construction mis-
classified) inputs that preserved their ground-truth label, hence
resulting in a true misclassification, among those on which
there was no disagreement between the 2 human assessors.

For MNIST, DLF achieved the significantly best label
preservation ratio (i.e., 99%). On the other hand, GDLM
techniques (i.e., FPT and SV) showed a label preservation ratio
lower than the other TIGs, despite generating a high number
of valid inputs. Figure 3.g,j shows GDLM inputs that changed
their ground-truth label.

For SVHN, DX achieved a label preservation ratio sig-
nificantly higher than the other TIGs. Instead, SV and DJ
showed a dramatically low percentage of label preservations
(i.e. 9%). As regards SV, this result is particularly interesting



since it achieved the second highest percentage of valid inputs
according to human assessors (see subsection V-B). Therefore,
we can conclude that SV was able to generate images looking
like real house numbers, but it also transformed their original
ground-truth label into another one (e.g., Figure 3.h is a “1”
for human assessors).

For ImageNet-1K, all TIGs achieved comparable label
preservation ratios, always > 83%. In particular, all inputs
generated by FPT were both deemed valid by humans and
preserved their ground-truth label (e.g., Figure 3.l).

Summary RQ3: The valid inputs generated by TIGs
did not always preserve their ground-truth label. This
result was particularly unfavourable when generating
SVHN tests, where on average only 38% valid inputs
were label-preserving.

D. RQ4: Automated vs Human Validity

Table III reports the metrics to assess the agreement between
automated and human validators. In particular, the top rows
consider the DAIV validator, while the bottom of the table
shows the results for SelfOracle.

For MNIST, both automated validators achieved ≥ 90%
accuracy for SV, FPT, and DJ. Instead, SelfOracle showed a
dramatically higher accuracy than DAIV on DLF inputs, by
reducing the number of false negatives from 59 to 0 (e.g.,
Figure 3.d is a false negative for DAIV and a true positive
for SelfOracle). Overall, SelfOracle achieved a higher accu-
racy than DAIV (+16%). Both automated validators strongly
disagreed with human assessors on DX inputs’ validity. In
fact, nearly 2 out of 3 DX inputs were classified as invalid by
the automated validators, while they were judged as valid by
human assessors (see column FN).

For SVHN, both automated validators achieved ≥ 70%
accuracy across all TIGs. Also on this dataset, SelfOracle
showed a higher accuracy than DAIV (+6%). The automated
validators achieved similar accuracies on all TIGs but DX, on
which accuracy is 29% higher for SelfOracle than DAIV. In
fact, DAIV has 30 more false negatives (i.e., it classified inputs
that were valid for humans, like Figure 3.b, as invalid) than
SelfOracle. Both automated validators disagreed with human
assessors on SVHN images generated by DJ. The high number
of false negatives suggests that, despite the inputs generated
by DJ differ from the ones in the dataset, humans can still
recognise house numbers within these images (see Figure 3.n).

For ImageNet-1K, the automated assessors totally agreed
among them for all inputs, achieving a statistically significant
match with humans on 2 out of 4 TIGs with 100% accuracy
i.e., DLF and FPT. As regards SV, the automated validators
showed a lower accuracy (60%) since the generated images
were in-distribution for the VAEs, but were judged by humans
as not real-world images (e.g., Figure 3.i). Indeed, the low-
level features used to create these images belong to the training
set, so the result was deemed in-distribution by the automated

validators, but the high-level result has no meaning to humans,
being regarded as an incoherent patch of disparate elements.

Summary RQ4: Automated validators’ assessment
showed a good match with human judgement (78%
accuracy). SelfOracle achieved higher accuracy than
DAIV across all considered datasets (7% higher).

E. Threats to Validity

Internal Validity: A comparison between TIGs for DL may
introduce threats to internal validity if the system under test
is trained separately in each TIG’s specific framework (i.e.,
TensorFlow-Keras and PyTorch, in our case). To mitigate this
threat, we used pre-trained TensorFlow models, translated their
architecture to PyTorch, and used the same weights in order to
preserve their functionality. Another threat could be introduced
by survey participants, which might have provided random
answers. We mitigated this threat by adding an ACQ to each
survey and restricting the participation to workers with high
reputation.
External Validity: The choice of subject DL systems and
datasets is a possible threat to the external validity. To mitigate
this threat, we chose 3 increasingly difficult classification tasks
on popular datasets, including ImageNet-1K, which contains
high-resolution images belonging to 1 000 different classes.
Moreover, we considered pre-trained state of the art DL
architectures that are widely used in the literature. In this work,
we focused on image classification problems. To generalise
our findings to regression problems, such as steering angle or
eye gaze prediction, we could define misbehaviours based on
a prediction error threshold [44], [45]. Given such a threshold,
our study can be replicated in these domains.
To ensure the Reproducibility of our results, we make our
experimental data available online. Moreover, we considered
only open source tools and subjects in our evaluation [46].

VI. LESSONS LEARNT AND ACTIONABLE INSIGHTS

A. Imperceptible Pixel Perturbations Ensure Validity

DLF mostly generated valid inputs, according to humans,
whereas, DX applied more aggressive pixel perturbations,
achieving a worse performance. In particular, DX’s “light”
operator transformed some seeds in almost completely white
(or black) images, no longer recognisable by humans (e.g.,
Figure 3.c).

To mitigate issues introduced by too aggressive pixel per-
turbations, RIM techniques could adopt a threshold over
which the input would not be perturbed further. In particular,
this threshold is defined on the distance (e.g., Euclidean
distance) between the original input seed and the perturbed
input. Instead, the considered RIM techniques do not consider
any threshold or only define a distance threshold on single
perturbations, that could still accumulate in a substantial (and
invalidating) input modification.



B. Pixel Perturbations Do Not Generate Novel Images, Unlike
GDLM Techniques

RIM techniques introduce limited novel information, since
they just modify seeds from the original datasets, differently
from GDLM techniques, which introduce more novelty by
sampling the latent space in a generative way.

TIG developers could use GDLM techniques to produce
novel inputs, but at the same time to incorporate automated
input validation to obtain inputs that are more likely to be
valid. Then, they could submit such inputs as seeds to RIM
techniques to generate valid misbehaviour-inducing inputs
through imperceptible pixel perturbations.

C. Generative DL Models Produce Unseen Inputs, but Should
Carefully Explore the Latent Space

GDLM generate novel images, by sampling from the in-
put distribution. Unsurprisingly, GDLM inputs are deemed
as valid by automated validators, since these generators are
distribution-aware. Albeit GDLM inputs possess similar fea-
tures to the original dataset, they may still be invalid for
humans or transform the original label into another one.

Therefore, TIGs should carefully perturb latent vectors. In
fact, SV achieved poor performance on SVHN in terms of
label preservation, and on ImageNet-1K in terms of human
validity. This result is probably due to the fact that SV (unlike
FPT) does not constrain the generative models’ activation val-
ues within the ones observed during training, thus generating
inputs that are invalid or challenging to recognise for humans
in complex input spaces.

D. Model-Based Techniques Need High-Quality Model Input
Representations

DJ mostly produced valid inputs and preserved ground-truth
labels, when provided with a high-quality model representa-
tion, as for MNIST. Otherwise, it generated the lowest number
of valid inputs (i.e., for SVHN). Moreover, input domain mod-
els are not always available, especially for complex domains
(e.g., real-world pictures in ImageNet-1K).

E. Distribution-Aware Automated Validators Struggle with
Feature-Rich Datasets

On ImageNet-1k, both automated validators deem all inputs
as valid, failing to reject any input that is instead invalid for
humans. This result is due to the richness of the ImageNet-
1K dataset, that contains a variety of high resolution real-
world images from which the VAE-based validators learns
several low-level features. In fact, SelfOracle VAE learns to
reconstruct all the diverse features from the training dataset,
which are found also in the artificially generated inputs. As
regards DAIV, we configured it with an anomalous dataset that
encodes different categories than ImageNet-1K (as suggested
by its authors [11]), i.e., celebrity faces from CelebA. How-
ever, DAIV VAE can still reconstruct many anomalous images,
since they share similar features with ImageNet-1K inputs,
being both real-world images (although CelebA contains a
lower variety of features than ImageNet-1K). As a result, the

distributions of the reconstruction fidelity values for nominal
and anomalous datasets overlap substantially, making it dif-
ficult for DAIV to find an effective discriminative threshold.
Indeed, anomalous datasets should contain different features
from the nominal dataset, in addition to encoding different
categories, which might be difficult to achieve with feature-
rich datasets. In conclusion, both DAIV and SelfOracle suffer
from similar limitations, being dependent on the capability
of the VAE, which in turn depends on the low-level image
features present in the original training set. However, DAIV
also depends on the choice of the anomalous dataset, which
might be difficult to make, especially for nominal feature-rich
datasets, such as ImageNet-1K.

Therefore, we suggest to use DAIV when there is the avail-
ability of anomalous datasets that contain different features
from the nominal dataset, in addition to having the same
dimension and encoding different categories (as suggested by
DAIV’s authors).

F. Humans Actually Check If Inputs Semantically Belong to
the Domain, Whereas Automated Validators Check If Inputs
Are in the Same Distribution of the Training Set

Distribution-aware automated validators heavily depend on
the low-level image features present in the original training set.
As an example, the RIM inputs for MNIST may contain slight
noise in the background that preserves the input semantic
according to humans, but affects the automated validators
decision, since the inputs from the training dataset have a
completely black background.

We believe that the creation of effective automated valida-
tors is still an open research problem that deserves future
investigation, especially for feature-rich datasets. Our study
suggests a few improvements for such future research. For in-
stance: (1) train automated validators also on inputs augmented
with imperceptible noise, to make the validators more robust;
(2) incorporate semantic information, possibly collected from
humans, to bridge the gap between in-distribution analysis and
human validity.

G. Label Preservation Is Often Overlooked by Current Testing
Approaches

Mechanisms to ensure label preservation should be inte-
grated into TIGs, along with validity monitors, to increase
usefulness of the generated test inputs. In fact, automated
validators only check whether a test input is within the same
distribution as the original dataset, but neglect the assessment
of label preservation.

VII. RELATED WORK

A. Test Adequacy for Testing DL Systems

Several SE studies evaluated TIGs for DL, comparing them
on various test effectiveness and adequacy metrics. The most
basic metric is the number of exposed misbehaviours: a TIG is
more effective than others if it can expose a higher number of
misbehaviours [44], [47], [48]. Other studies avoid rewarding
TIGs that repeatedly expose too similar (or even the same)



misbehaviours by considering also the misbehaviours’ diver-
sity, e.g., based on Euclidean distance in the input space [9]
or coverage of the feature space [10], [49], [50].

Researchers have proposed specific test criteria for DL
systems. TIGs are often evaluated in terms of such DL specific
adequacy metrics.

Pei et al. [5] proposed the neuron coverage criterion, which
counts the number of neurons activated by a test input. In
particular, a neuron is considered activated if its output value
is higher than a predefined threshold. DeepGauge [51] extends
neuron coverage with additional, finer-grained criteria that
partition the neurons’ activation values into bins to be covered.
DeepCT [52] introduces, instead, combinatorial criteria that
consider the interactions between neurons within a single layer
or in adjacent layers. These neuron-based adequacy criteria are
focused on covering specific sets of neurons or model layers.
Despite neuron-based coverage criteria have been extensively
used to evaluate TIGs [6], [11], [53]–[55], empirical results
showed that higher neuron coverage does not necessarily
correlate with a higher number of exposed misbehaviours,
while it may lead to the generation of less natural inputs [56].

Kim et al. [21], [57] designed DL-specific test adequacy
criteria based on the degree of “surprise” of an input for a
given neural network with respect to the training data. Then,
they define a coverage criterion from the surprise measure by
using bucketing, i.e., by counting how many of the k surprise
bins are covered by the test set.

Zhang et al. [58] compared TIGs using alternative uncer-
tainty metrics such as prediction confidence and variation
ratio. They found that the generated inputs follow common
uncertainty patterns, but largely miss other combinations of
uncertainty metric values, and that those uncommon patterns
are harder to automatically defend from, when protecting a
neural network from adversarial attacks.

The statistical notion of mutation adequacy introduced by
Jahangirova and Tonella [59] can be used to assess the TIGs’
ability to expose DL model mutations, i.e., artificially injected
faults that simulate real faults. TIGs guided by mutation
adequacy [45] can expose more real DL faults from the fault
taxonomy by Humbatova et al. [60] than TIGs guided by
neuron coverage and prediction confidence.

Unlike our work, the empirical comparisons performed
by the studies mentioned above do not take into account
the notion of test input validity. They also overlook label
preservation, which is taken for granted.

B. Validity Assessment of Test Input Generators

Most of the techniques in the literature strive to generate
tests within the validity domain by limiting themselves to
slight, imperceptible perturbations to the inputs from the orig-
inal training set. However, only a few works in the literature
actually performed a validity assessment of their results.

Dola et al. [11] adopted an automated validity assessment
based on VAEs. They showed that adversarial TIGs tend to
produce a high number of invalid tests, which contribute
to the increase of test adequacy metrics. Unlike our work,

they limited the comparison to adversarial generators, which
manipulate raw input data, and considered only validity as-
sessment techniques dependent on an anomaly set. Instead,
we considered also non-adversarial TIGs and the SelfOra-
cle [12], [15], [16] validity assessment technique, which relies
only on nominal data. Moreover, we compared the outcome
of automated validators to human assessors’ judgement and
investigated the problem of ground-truth label preservation.

Few papers evaluated artificially generated inputs for DL by
involving human assessors.

Tian et al. [61] showed, through human assessment, that
traditional DL training strategies produce models that may
make unreliable inferences, e.g. object classifications based on
the surrounding environment, rather than the predicted object.

Attaoui et al. [14] evaluated their feature extraction and
clustering technique for DL systems, showing that smaller sets
of artificial images (i.e., 5 inputs) with common features are
not worse than larger sets of images (i.e., 10 − 15 inputs)
for human assessors whose task is to detect the common root
causes of DNN misbehaviours.

Riccio and Tonella [9] performed a human assessment
of validity and showed that misbehaviour-inducing artificial
inputs are more likely to be invalid when generated for a
high quality DL system than for a low quality one. None of
these works compared the generated inputs’ validity according
to humans nor compared human judgement with automated
validity assessment techniques.

Our study is the first to compare different kinds of TIGs,
while evaluating the generated inputs both from the perspective
of automated evaluators and human assessors. It is also the first
to compare human vs automated validity assessment and the
label-preservation issue.

VIII. CONCLUSIONS AND FUTURE WORK

Our empirical study showed that TIGs for DL can generate,
to different extents, valid inputs. The root cause for input
invalidity varies across different TIGs: RIM’s invalidity is
caused by the corruption of a large number of pixels; GDLM’s
invalidity by the lack of continuity in the latent space; MIM’s
by the lack of a high quality input model representation.
Furthermore, TIGs occasionally failed to preserve the expected
label of the inputs (down to 38% label-preserving inputs for
the SVHN dataset). Automated validators matched well with
human judgement (78% accuracy), but showed limitations with
either simple datasets, such as MNIST, or feature-rich ones,
such as ImageNet-1K.

Valid, label preserving artificially generated inputs obtained
with our experimental procedure can be considered as a first
step towards reliably evaluating multiple aspects of TIGs, such
as input diversity/uniqueness or the features that characterise
them. The lessons learnt in this work can be leveraged to
improve existing TIGs and automated validators. In our future
work, we plan to further generalise our results to a wider
sample of DL systems, including industrial ones.
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